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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Sally luk
Dear Fellow Rotarians,
Oh, my goodness! This comes to my last presidential message in Tai Post for the year 2020-21. Big
Congratulations to our Editorial Team PP Claire and PP Peter in making this Monthly Bulletin another
year of success. This is what we experienced in RCTP throughout the past one year: playful, adaptable,
creative, and contributive. We seized every opportunity to meet and connect each other according to
social distancing measures. We continued to hold regular meeting every week: 50% virtual and 50%
physical. We were creative in sponsoring a new satellite club and moving forward to use more digital
platform. We completed a total of 7 local service projects, 4 joint club projects and 2 Global Grant
service projects. We attained one of the highest membership growth in the District. What’s more? Our
club member vaccination rate is more than 80% and we are now being recognized as “V-Club” by
District 3450 Health Committee. Let’s influence more people to get the jabs and make the herd
immunity effective in the community. Together we are much stronger!
I am very grateful to have the privilege
to take the lead and have learnt a lot
during my presidency. Thank you very
much my Board Members and Club
Officers. Nothing is possible without
your tremendous effort and continuous
support. It was my great pleasure to
start our 1st Board Dinner Meeting at
Murray Hotel and end our last Meeting
at PP Louis’ Private Boat with Sunset.
I will never forget our longest yet fruitful Online Board Meeting – Thanks so much for bearing with me
for 3.5 hours Marathon on Zoom!
Finally, I would like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to all RCTP members including CP Donald and
Honorary Members for your enthusiasm and participation. As we are going to celebrate our Club 30th
Anniversary very soon, may I ask you to join me in congratulating our Incoming President Wilson Woo
and his team in leading us on a wonderful Rotary Year ahead?
With loves,

Sally

P.S Regrettably, our Annual Ball “Beauty and the Beast” was finally cancelled. I would like to
express my deepest appreciation to the Ball OC members for all your hard work last year.
One of the important messages from the theme is: True Beauty comes from within. This may
be a good idea to keep this theme always in our heart.
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EDITOR I Rotary year. For a large part of this year, we had been meeting
S AY S online; but thanks to Pres. Sally’s tenacity, we managed to carry on
can hardly believe that we are already reaching the end of this

Claire Mak

regular and constructive meetings during the pandemic.

The RCTP WhatsApp Chat group is an active platform for
members’ communication and discussion; whereas the other
WhatsApp Group for “RCTP Meetings” has shriveled to almost
non-existence since last October.

In its stead, members are

adapting to using the RCTP App for details of and registering for
events. Gone were the days when members had to copy and paste,
copy and paste again to sign up for events.

It is hoped that this

adjustment can be more wide-spread and better received.
Getting back to the RCTP WhatsApp group. When members chatted, there were a
lot of information flowing around: informative messages, promotion of latest events,
personal or forwarded opinions, photos, charts, videos, greetings, birthday wishes,
reminders … all sorts … and without much sanction. Self-discipline among
members is the only guard against abuse.
The adage “Seeing is believing” used to work in the manner that “you believe
when you see a photo of the matter有圖有真相”. Later on, after the “Bus
Uncle” incident, the saying changes to “you believe when you see a clip of it
有片有真相”. These days, however, it is easy to fake both photos and video
clips so we have gone into an era of fact-checking. What happens now seems
to have mixed facts with fabrication and the truth becomes difficult to discern.

Aggravated by

irresponsible media publication when readers are fed with only what they like to read, it is more and
more difficult to form an impartial view based on independent/informed raw data.
Indeed, the question “Have you fact-checked it?” seems to have brainwashed us. When I come across a news item or a statement, it is
inevitable that I start by questioning whether it can be believed. Even
my Dad had been heard asking, “Any proof that the organic vegetables
are really organic? Or are they simply passing off as such in order to
charge for more?” He is in fact asking: is there any means to fact-check?
Before you forward any information into the RCTP WhatsApp chat group, or indeed,
any chat group, please check whether your information is accurate. It does little to
help even if you premise the information as “not yet fact-checked”. If you harbour
any doubt, the best policy is not to forward it out.
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While it is still too early to tell when we can resume international travel,
especially to Europe which was hard hit by the pandemic, let’s keep up
our hope and passion; and the next time you are in Italy, consider
checking out this new English Speaking Rotary club . . . They meet on
Monday night so maybe do a make-up there?

No place like Rome
Rotary Club of Rome International

ROTARY
INFORMATION
Peter Lam

From Dec. 2019 issue of Rotarian Magazine

“Living in Rome is like living in an open-air museum,” says Elise Paul-Hus, a member of the Rotary Club
of Rome International. A few minutes later, she points out a building that once housed Roman baths
and was later transformed into a basilica. “The interior was designed by Michelangelo,” she says. It’s a
warm July evening, and members of the Rotary Club of Rome International — an English-speaking
club with many expatriate members — are enjoying another of Rome’s open-air delights: dinner on
the terrace of a polo club where they meet one Monday evening a month. The club is in a quiet part of
Rome, away from the crowds of tourists spending their summer vacations in the city.
Guido Franceschetti, a longtime Rotarian who founded this club three years ago, recommends the cacio
e pepe, a traditional Roman dish. After a waitress brings a bowl of spaghetti coated with pecorino cheese and flecks of black
pepper, Paul Redmond, a Scot who has lived in Rome for 14 years, notes that the dish is deceptively difficult to prepare well.
Despite appearances, there’s no cream in it — the starch in the pasta water combines with the cheese to create the sauce.
“The trick is to get the ratios right,” he explains. While the polo club is an idyllic setting, Marcella Checchia, one of the club’s
Italian members, says the group, which meets twice a month, prefers not to be constrained to one location. “There are so
many beautiful places to eat in Rome,” she says.
Flexibility is one of the club’s defining features. “We take our members’ needs and desires into account to build a club that
accepts anyone, of any culture, and allows them to be a part of the Rotary experience in a way that works for them,” says
Jennifer Lepscky, the club president, who describes herself as half-American, half-Italian. “Some of our members are
diplomats. Some work for the UN. They may not be able to make every meeting, but then they come back and we learn
about their fieldwork, and it makes us a better club. We learn about the state of the world and get new perspectives.”
“Many clubs in Italy are very traditional,” explains Franceschetti. “I wanted to start a club that was different.” He also saw the
need for an English-speaking club in Rome: Because of his role as one of Rotary’s representatives to the United Nations, his
social circle includes ambassadors and diplomats. He thought they were perfect candidates to join Rotary, but each time he
asked, they would hesitate, because his club’s meetings were in Italian.
Noting that Rome is the headquarters for the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization and its World Food Programme,
Franceschetti says, “I thought, ‘How do we not have an international club, in English?” He suggested the idea so many times
that finally a friend challenged him to start such a club himself. Today, Rome International has 31 members from nearly a
dozen countries, including Canada, Colombia, Iceland, and Russia.
The club offers a sense of belonging that Redmond says he had been looking for as an expat. “Rome is a very old culture,
which is good in the sense that it preserves the things that are important,” he says. “But it can be difficult to break in if you
don’t know the language or the culture.”
As dinner rolls from one course to the next, the group begins swapping stories about working abroad. Elise Paul-Hus is
originally from Canada, but her work as a lawyer has taken her to Tokyo, Moscow, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and now Rome; she
speaks seven languages. Lepscky shares a story about observing Ramadan as a sign of respect while working in Lebanon, and
Paul-Hus nods in understanding: She did the same in the United Arab Emirates.
The diversity of backgrounds and cultures at the table makes for fascinating conversation, and Lepscky says that during her
year as president, she hopes to continue building connections to other cultures and reaching across borders for projects.
Using her background in marketing and communications, she plans to launch a digital ad campaign to solicit donations for
the club’s two primary service projects. The first, called Ambiente Amico, supports a program to train local young people for
jobs in sustainable agriculture and ecotourism in partnership with the World Wildlife Fund. The second works with a nonprofit
called Link to provide educational opportunities for girls in Ethiopia. Redmond facilitated a partnership with the Rotary Club
of Edinburgh in his native Scotland for this project. The club also sponsors an Interact club.
“I’ve always thought that the international side of Rotary is a rare and valuable quality,” Franceschetti says. “Anywhere you go,
you can sit in a Rotary club meeting as a member, a friend.”
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A look back of our club’s past activities by topic

Our Ladies at our Regular Meetings

Peter Lam

2019

2018
Our three Rotaryannes congratulating newly inducted member
Christie Lin Zheng at the 21 Jan. 2019 Reunion Dinner at 陶源
酒家 in iSquare, Tsimshatsui. Too bad Christie has never been
an active member and her membership did not last long.

Our ladies plus PP Frankie holding 揮春 at 5 Feb. 2018
meeting in KCC. The meeting was 10 days before Chinese
New Year and featured talk on Imperial Cuisine 滿漢全席.

2016

2015
Our ladies plus CP Donald receiving Rotary umbrella gift from
2014-15 President Natalie at 19th Feb. 2015 meeting in Royal
Garden Hotel.

At 8 Aug. 2016 meeting in KCC with keynote speaker RCHKNE
President Dr. John Wong about the District CPR
(Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) Education Project.

2013

2011
At June 27, 2011 meeting in Royal Plaza Hotel which was
the last meeting chaired by 2010-11 President Frankie
Wu. So many Rotaryannes turned up to support.
Meeting at 7PM every Monday
@ Kowloon Cricket Club

This was our 1,000th meeting at Royal Plaza Hotel on 18th
Feb. 2013. Many former members like PP David Loie, Wilfred
Kam & Brenda, Gorman Ngai and Justin Harkiewicz also
joined this big party to celebrate!
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Wedding Banquet of Karyn & Tony
19 May 2021
Claire Mak

19 May 2021 is Buddha’s birthday and a public holiday.
For RCTP members, Satellite Club of Taipo Companion
and RAC TP Rotaractors, it is the happy occasion for
Tony Luk and wife Karyn to host their wedding
banquet.
Tony and Karyn organized 3 rounds of celebration at
the Grand Ballroom, Hilton Garden Inn Hong Kong so
as to treat all friends and relatives. We were the ‘lunch
slot’ and caught the lovely couple at their most alert
and energetic.
Videos and photos taken on their wedding day in February were displayed and a sumptuous meal was
served. The sweet couple delivered heart-felt greetings and vote of thanks and also did their rounds of
toasting. It was a lovely and loving Banquet. May Tony and Karyn be truly blessed with marital bliss
and, like the MC said towards the end of the banquet, we hope to celebrate with them again soon when
their marriage bear fruits!
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The 11th Hong Kong Bowling Tournament For All cum
The 10th Hong Kong Blind Bowling Tournament
23 May 2021
Danny Lau

Bowling is a fun and popular sport that is widely played - even in the visually impaired community. It is difficult to
imagine how to play this target sport with limited or no vision - it is even more challenging to roll the bowls with
weak or no eyesight.

Co-organised with Rotary International District 3450 and Hong Kong Blind Sports

Federation (HKBSF), the Hong Kong Bowling Tournament For All cum Hong Kong Blind Bowling Tournament
allowed me to understand more about the visually challenged people.

Despite not being an avid bowler, this was not my first time joining this bowling tournament. In previous years, I
had enjoyed playing bowling with my fellow Rotarians / Rotaractors, their families, and the visually challenged
bowlers. This year was no exception. Our club formed three teams: I teamed up with P William and Rotaryanne
Bebe. In another team, we had Ryan who is CM Yu’s son, Alaric who is William and Bebe’s son and his girlfriend
Flora. The third team consisted of Argus, the youngest son of William and Bebe, and the two wonderful blind
bowlers. In order to experience how people with visual impairment play, we had to be blindfolded to roll the bowl
in the first round. It was tough and tricky. Even with perfect vision, sometimes we would roll the bowl straight to
the gutter and not hit any pin. But we just have to keep on trying. The experience really reminded me to work
hard and never give up - we will get better after each round.

The annual tournament aims to boost the self-confidence of the visually impaired
community, to encourage them to contribute to society and thus facilitate social
integration by promoting the principle of “Equal Participation and Sports for All”. In
preceding years, the event was held during the early months of the year. This year,
despite the profound impact of the pandemic on all aspects of our life, the game was
hosted smoothly on 23 May 2021 in South China Athletic Association, Causeway Bay.
My gratitude to the organisers and everyone who made this meaningful event
successful. Special thanks to PP Peter who took pictures for us and PP Patrick who
came to support us.
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Rotary District Golf Tournament
4 June 2021
Jacky Sung

After four months of postponement due to COVID-19, District Golf
Tournament 2021 finally took place on 4 June, 2021 at the Hong Kong
Golf Club (Fanling). This is definitely one of the most popular annual
events in the District, having been fully subscribed soon after its
announcement.

Thanks to our President Sally, she managed to

register a flight for RCTP.

Our RCTP team members included PP

Frankie, PP Peter, PP Jacky, and PP Tsubaki as the team captain.
On 4 June, registration started at 7:00 am. Each player received a goody bag and an event polo shirt. As
usual, the handsome polo shirts were sponsored by our PP Peter. Before the game, we were so glad to
run into PP Matthew in the Golf Club restaurant, who happened to play golf with his friends there on the
same day. PP Matthew generously treated us an awesome breakfast.

After a kick-off ceremony and group photograph taking, we teed off at 8:30 am. The weather forecast
showed there would be an 80% chance of thunderstorm. We were
worrying that the bad weather might affect our game. Luckily, the
heavy rain only lasted for about 10 minutes, so we could still enjoy the
game and finished it on time.

A buffet lunch was then served, followed by a prize presentation. What a wonderful surprise to our RCTP
team, we got second runner up (Net score). The team would like to extend our biggest thanks to the
strong support from President Sally and the great leadership of team captain PP Tsubaki. We are all
looking forward to the next District Golf Tournament in Year 2022.
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14th INTEROTA
Held ONLINE during 5 - 9 June 2021

Claire Mak

The triennial worldwide Rotaract convention, INTEROTA is highly recognized and supported by Rotary International. It had
been held in South Africa, Australia, England, Turkey, Mexico, Brazil, Germany, South Korea, Egypt, Canada and Taiwan. This
year, the 14th INTEROTA was hosted by District 3450 in Hong Kong. Postponed from last year due to the pandemic, we
finally have it held on-line this June. Highlighted below are memorable aspects of the convention which marks the concerted
effort of our Rotaractors in making a dream come true.
House of Friendship on 5 June (Sat)
The House of Friendship enabled members from different countries to share their unique cultures and fun facts. For instance,
the aged counting by anima pieces (花碼字) was introduced and using them, members were asked to read the prices for
different Hong Kong well-known snacks. Conducted as an interactive session, everything became lively and interesting.

Opening Ceremony on 5 June (Sat)
The official opening ceremony comprises the inevitable addresses from distinguished guests, welcome performances and
keynote speeches. RI President Holger
Knaack and RI Director Surgeon Liu graced
the event. Our own DG Eric Chak, Steering
Committee Chair IPDG Wilson Cheng, DRR
Alan Yip and most importantly, event Chair
PDRR Lok Chi delivered encouraging
speeches.
More notably, after all the welcoming speeches, keynote
speaker Ms. Katharina Unger, Founder of Livin Farms
shared with us how she promotes sustainability through
food and agricultural innovation. Well, seems like eating
worms is viable but it has to be suitably presented and
marketed. What then followed at the Opening Ceremony
was a series of performances from all the different
districts: there were a lot of singing (solo or in groups),
band music and dancing. Less common are yo-yo playing, zither performance, harp performance, saxophone … etc. and even
kids’ greetings. Definitely a great show of talents!
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Rotary Opens Opportunities Forum on 6 June (Sun)
As a platform for exchange of ideas, the Future of Rotaract and Future of the World
form the basis of discussion sessions.
Moderated by our District’s Stephen Ho, the Panellists include
• Joey Vaesen (General Secretary, Big West Rotaract)
• Louie Boy De Real (Chair, Filipinas Rotaract MDIO; Incoming Chair, Asia Pacific
Rotaract MDIO)
• Mafalda Sofia Luis (President, ERIC (European Rotaract Information Center) MDIO)
• Samantha Fewster (Chairperson, Rotaract Australia MDIO)
• Yatin Sehgal (President, Rotaract South Asia MDIO)
Panel speakers from the wide spectrum representing different parts of the Rotaract
community led meaningful discussions on how to ‘Elevate Rotaract’. Even RI President
Holger Knaack joined the discussion. He sort of apologizes for not effecting changes
to Rotaract soon enough. The main theme which permeates the speeches are the need
and opportune moments to change.
Interota Academy on 6 June (Sun)
This programme was divided into two parts. The first part is ‘Connectious’ - combining ‘connection’ and ‘us’. Participants
from all around the world shared their passion and their Rotaract clubs’ visions. The initial warm-up session was interestingly
conducted. Questions were asked for a poll to be done followed by some solid facts and figures about Hong Kong and/or
the world situation. Informative and enlightening indeed.
The second part is entitled ‘What the world should be'. By way of role-play, members
took on different stakeholders’ role to think of the needs and difficulties from a variety
of perspectives. While it was a lot of fun, participants also obtained a holistic view of
the global issue, thereby made to reflect on each one’s connection with the world.

Cooking Class

Cultural Workshops on 6 Jun (Sun)

CP George Wong hosted the Cooking class and demonstrated two dishes which are well received amongst Hong Kong
people: 1) Yeung Chow Fried Rice and 2) Satay sauce stir fried beef with Kai Lan.

Cultural Night on 7 June (Mon)
Cultural night combines showcasing talents and unique cultures from around the world together with raising awareness and
making contributions to local approved charitable organizations. Participants dressed up in traditional costumes of their
country or culture. Funds raised was later spent on the community. List of Hong Kong Charitable Organizations: 1. Food-co
(saving and sharing food for the poor) 2. Feeding Hong Kong (Rescuing food and redistributing them to the needy) 3. House
of Joy and Mercy (Helping street dogs and cats) 4. People Service Centre (Serving the grass-root family) 5. YWAM Hong Kong
(Serving the grass-root family and street sleepers) 6. Soap Cycling (Serving the ethnic minority) 7. Helping Hand Association
(Serving the elderly).
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PEACE 2020 Marathon on 8 June (Tue)

Hong Kong Tour (Virtual) on 8-9 June (Tue-Wed)
To enable participants to understand Hong Kong like a local, virtual tours were organised bringing to the screen first-hand
experience of the local specialties - as if one actually toured around Hong Kong physically. We were brought to stroll around
3 places:
Shamshuipo

Central

Tai O

Clubhouse on 8-9 June (Tue / Wed)
'Clubhouse' is a trendy platform where people around the world come together to talk, listen and learn from each other in
real-time. Guest speakers shared interesting topics about Hong Kong and unveil their perspectives.
Panel 1 on 8 June (Tue)
On the topic “Kindness is Colour Blind - Serving the Community with Down-to-earthness”, three down-to-earth
speakers Jeff Rotmeyer (Founder, ImpactHK), Father John Wotherspoon (Founder, MercyHK) and Faby Ruesga (Director,
YWAM HK-Tuen Mun) shared with us their commitment in fighting poverty in the city and insights on local servicing. They
came and stayed in Hong Kong for different reasons, and are here to serve the underprivileged and the homeless.
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Panel 2 on 9 June (Wed)
3 speakers: Ester van Steekelenburg (Urban Planner,
Founder, iDiscover), Sampson Wong (Urbanist, Artist and Cofounder, “When in doubt, take a walk”) and Heiward Mak
(Filmmaker, Scriptwriter. Film Director, “Let it Ride”) shared
with us on the topic “Travel Like a Local - Exploring Hong
Kong from a Non-touristy Perspective”. The session
started with a poll on what is representative of Hong Kong. Buildings? Parks? Then three speakers walked us through
different corners of the city introducing them through the stories and history behind the places by hand-drawn maps, phone
apps and digital videos etc.
Ester produces phone apps to assist anyone who would like to explore a place through the lens of locals. She said her team
listens to real life stories, find out and record where locals eat, where and what they play while at the same time, let users
explore to ‘get lost without getting lost’.

Sampson produces videos as a virtual guide to encourage people to take their own walk to discover a place for themselves.

Heiward Mak films Hong Kong
through the lens of a taxi driver who
passes through every corner of
Hong Kong and meeting people
from all walks of life. A perspective
different from that of a usual tourist.
Closing Ceremony & Interota 2023 Bidding on 9 June 2021 (Wed)
Before Closing, PDG David Harilela introduced The One project,
explaining what made him launch this humanitarian recognition
project, how he is expanding it and what it means for young
people. Past good deeds award winners were cited as examples.
At the closing ceremony, a recap video capturing all the
unforgettable moments during Interota 2020 Hong Kong was
shown. Thus everyone was able to relive their extraordinary experiences during the 5-day programme. It was also
announced that the next Interota (Interota 2023) will be held in Tunisia. Even though there is only one candidate, the
Tunisia team was given time to showcase a promotion video which captures all the enticing
features of this next Interota. After congratulatory speeches given by RI President Holger
Knaack, District Governor Erik Chak and Chairlady Lok Chi Tsang and upon DRR Alan
ringing the bell and declaring Interota 2020 HK close, the 5-day event reached a satisfactory
closure. Chairlady Lok Chi also packed up the Interota stuff and passed them on to next Chair
PP Mohamed Amine to signify the passing of the host baton. Till 2023 then!
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REGULAR
MEETINGS

VP Danny was given, belatedly,
his medal for completing the
Rotary Ultramarathon.

17 May 2021

VP Danny Lau greeted our guest
Stanley Sy who was visiting our club
for a second time, and not counting the
time he was our speaker.

PDG Kenneth gave out a bottle of red
wine with a plateful of cheese and dried
fruits to go with it for raffle draw. IPP
K F and Trix claimed their prize.

This was the 3rd time PP William
Yim spoke to us about innovations.
On the topic “A name card size
COVID19 laboratory” he explained
to us how his ALiA BioChip achieves
revolutionary
changes
withits
unique and proprietary microfluidic
and microarray technologies. ALiA
delivers multiple results in 15 minutes! It thus forms the platform for a wide range of tests, such as viral and
bacterial infections, toxin testing, allergen screening, drug screening, etc. and COVID-19 included. Of course,
William does not lose sight of the practicalities of inventions and how the market performs.

William’s talk generated a few questions from those in the know including Dr. CM, PDG Kenneth and PP Louis.
William provided answers one by one including showing off one of the chips.

Members
followed
the social distancing
guidelines at this
dinner meeting.
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24 May 2021
16 of us attended the
meeting and we were
able
to
all
sit
comfortably at a socially
distanced manner. Pres.
Sally went round to
greeting us.

President
Sally
introduced service
partner
and
speaker of the
evening Dr. Chow
Man Kwong.

Dr. Chow Man Kwong reported
on the Area 6 project on “Elearning in China” which was led
by the STEAM Education and
Research Centre of Lingnan
University to promote learning
music and art on-line to less
advantageous
students
of
Zhaoqing, Guangdong area.

PE Wilson and PP William raised questions about the Project.

PP Armstrong rendered
a Vote of Thanks.

Youth Chair PE Wilson put on
the Rotary masks to promote
its sales to raise fund for the
imminent 2020 Interota.
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VP Danny won the rechargeable
leg massager from PE Wilson
Woo. Looks like they were both
overjoyed with this gadget.

Sergeant at Arms Dennis duly reported on the
attendance figures and red box collection before
President Sally toasted to Rotary Club of Tai Po and
Rotary International.
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31 May 2021

PE
Wilson
gave
an
introduction of his pair of
friends, Tracy and Tony who
are avid outdoor fans. They
ride horses, fly private
planes and went travelling
abroad.

Audience were awe-struck when Tracy Yeung and Tony Tse spoke to us about “自駕遊
Flying in Hong Kong and other Countries”. Tracy gave us background information about
how the two of them got hooked on the leisure activity of flying private plane and the
learning process which covers not only technical control stuff but weather reading and
psychological preparation as well. Then Tony shared a few interesting trips with us and we
flew vicariously with them through the snowy mountains of Sion and the scariest airport in
Tioman Island… It takes someone as enthusiastic yet as level-headed as the two of them to
really enhance and truly enjoy the private plane trips.

The talk elicited a lot of questions from the floor. Joan asked about handling emergency. William wondered if there is
anything to do in advance to prepare for taking up plane flying after retirement. Bebe raised what would happen if the
pilots forgot about customs clearance. Wilson asked how the two of them get the time to fly … Given the time constraint,
we had not been able to get through everyone who had a question.

PP Peter gave a vote of thanks,
showing true appreciation to the
husband-and-wife speakers who
shared with us a topic less heard of
but by no means less exciting.

PP Dennis generously gave out 2 insect
killing UV-A Wood Lamps for raffle draw.
Lucky winners PP Armstrong and Rtnn.
Creamy will be bugs & mosquitoes-free!
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7 June 2021

PP Vikky introduced our Speaker for the evening,
her fellow classmate PP Elizabete Fong of RC
Macau who is in the field of marketing &
management. Currently, she is the Vice-chairperson
of HK Business Association Vietnam.

As the vice-chairperson of “Paint Beautiful Hong Kong”
which objective is to bring beautiful feeling through art to
Hong Kong, speaker PP Elizabete Fong led us through an
array of street paintings accomplished by the team.

The rest of the Paint Beautiful Hong Kong team, Chair PP Vikky, PP
Nancy Leung and Treasurer PP Karen Chan came not only to
support PP Elizabete, they also made a grand effort in soliciting
sponsorship.

PP Armstrong gave a lively Vote of Thanks,
praising the team for the well-intended art work
and the team’s ongoing search of ‘exposed-walls’.

Members gave donations to the Paint Beautiful Hong
Kong fund inclusive of KF’s ‘golden cow’; while PP Louis
generously offered to match members’ contribution and
emptied his wallet to do so. Everyone was excited to learn
that the total donation amounted to $11,500.

Well-deserved applause to the
RCTP Golf team comprising
PP Peter, PP Frankie, and PP
Jacky. They netted Third place
net score overall in the 4th June
District
Golf
competition.
Team leader PP Tsubaki was
absent from the meeting.
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Rtnn. Creamy specially put
on lip stick to honour receipt
of the special raffle prize.
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Date

Upcoming
Events

70%

20%
10%

10 May

17 May

24 May

63.6%

30%

54.6%

40%

72.7%

50%

81.8%

60%

Time

Event

Venue

28 JUN 19:00 Regular Meeting
(MON)
Topic: Appreciation Dinner for
President Sally

Montparnasse Room,
2/F, Regal Kowloon
Hotel, Tsim Sha Tsui

5 JUL
(MON)

19:00 Regular Meeting & Club
Assembly
Topic: Club Plan

Montparnasse Room,
2/F, Regal Kowloon
Hotel, Tsim Sha Tsui

10 JUL
(SAT)

14:00 District Installation

Convention Hall, Old
Wing, Hong Kong
Convention and
Exhibition Centre

17 JUL
(SAT)

19:00 Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun
College Installation Ceremony

Yasumoto International
Academic Park, The
Chinese University of
Hong Kong

31 May

Average attendance: 68.18%

May 2021

Perfect Attendance
Anthony Hung KF Tam
Peter Lam
Louis Tang
Dennis Lo
Wilson Woo
Frankie Wu
Sally Luk
William Yim
Claire Mak
Armstrong Shea

Sasha Chu
Wilson Lam
Sincere Yip

Got Something to say?
Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to clairerctp@gmail.com
Tai Post reserves the right to edit articles
for length and clarity.
The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam
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